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The synonyms of “Interpreted” are: taken

Interpreted as an Adjective

Definitions of "Interpreted" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “interpreted” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Understood in a certain way; made sense of.

Synonyms of "Interpreted" as an adjective (1 Word)

taken Understood in a certain way; made sense of.
Couldn t tell when he would be taken drunk.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
https://grammartop.com/taken-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Interpreted" as an adjective

An open door interpreted as an invitation.
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Associations of "Interpreted" (30 Words)

bilingual
(of a country, city, or other community) using two languages, especially
officially.
A bilingual secretary.

construe Analyse the syntax of (a text, sentence, or word.
His words could hardly be construed as an apology.

decipher
Succeed in understanding, interpreting, or identifying (something.
Authorized government agencies can decipher encrypted
telecommunications.

define Give a definition for the meaning of a word.
The river defines the park s boundary.

depict Portray in words; describe.
Paintings depicting Old Testament scenes.

https://grammartop.com/bilingual-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/construe-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/decipher-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/depict-synonyms
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depiction The action of depicting something, especially in a work of art.
Michelangelo s depictions of the male nude.

describe Give a detailed account in words of.
Discreet Italian police described it in a manner typically continental.

english Of or relating to the English language.

explain Give a reason so as to justify or excuse (an action or event.
It s a device of great age the professor explained.

explanation
A statement that makes something comprehensible by describing the
relevant structure or operation or circumstances etc.
The explanation was very simple.

expound Present and explain (a theory or idea) in detail.
He declined to expound on his decision.

express Serve as a means for expressing something.
An express train.

figuratively Used to indicate a departure from a literal use of words; metaphorically.
Chinese art influenced her to paint figuratively.

interpretation A mental representation of the meaning or significance of something.
The interpretation of data.

interpreter A program that can analyse and execute a program line by line.
She was famous as an interpreter of Shakespearean roles.

language Coarse or offensive language.
The language of sociology.

linguist A person who studies linguistics.

multilingual In or using several languages.
A multilingual nation.

paraphrase
Express the meaning of (something written or spoken) using different
words, especially to achieve greater clarity.
You can either quote or paraphrase literary texts.

polyglot A person who knows and is able to use several languages.
Slovenians being surrounded by many countries are mostly polyglots.

portray Portray in words.
The actor portrays an elderly lonely man.

read Audition for a stage role by reading parts of a role.
A little read English columnist whose name escapes me.

speaking Capable of or involving speech or speaking.
A speaking likeness.

https://grammartop.com/depiction-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/interpretation-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/paraphrase-synonyms
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spoken
Uttered through the medium of speech or characterized by speech;
sometimes used in combination.
The spoken language.

subjectively
In a way that is dependent on the mind for existence.
The natural tendency we have to impute subjectively perceived qualities
to objects.

translate
Make sense of a language.
Twenty years of critical success which rarely translated into public
acclaim.

translation The act of uniform movement.
The translation of the relics of St Thomas of Canterbury.

translator
A person who translates from one language into another, especially as a
profession.
The translator of Hardy s poems into Icelandic.

transliterate Rewrite in a different script.
Names from one language are often transliterated into another.

understand Be understanding of.
I understand you have no previous experience.

https://grammartop.com/spoken-synonyms
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